Maternity tights
Collection F/W 2019/2020

Tights
• Spirit of the collection
Cache Cœur has already revolutionized the maternity and nursing lingerie, swimwear and
nightwear markets, and launches today new collections of maternity tights. Our pieces were
designed and developed with Cache Cœur’s unique technicity and femininity.
The collection includes 8 pieces that are 100% Made in Europe, to ensure an exceptional
quality.

• The innovation
The wide, innovative ultra-flat and comfortable belts perfectly adapt to the body evolution
during pregnancy. They do not leave marks on the belly, and provide an unmatched wellbring.
A unique seamless design on the belly, that provides a perfect support to future moms and
ensures invisibility under the clothes.
A light compression at the ankles contributes to better blood circulation and invigorating
effect: assures the feeling of light legs.*
* Only ACTIV’collection

Confetti

Seduction
Reference:

NEW !

CM 908

Description:
20D sheer maternity tights Confetti made of microfiber and
Lycra. It is a must-have to feel feminine and comfortable during
pregnancy period. Its fine material and nice polka dots embellish
the legs giving an enjoyable look to every outfit.

Available in:

Black

Sizes:
S / M / L / XL

Lena

Seduction
Reference:

NEW !

CM 906

Description:
40D maternity tights Lena made of microfiber and Lycra. These
tights are very soft and accompany every future mom with
comfort. Designed for the well-being of pregnant women, it
brings a modern touch to your outfits thanks to its striped
pattern which gives an opaque effect. It is a fashionable
accessory that sublimates your outfits.

Available in:

Black

Size:
S / M / L / XL

Plumetis

Seduction
Reference:

CM 403

Description:
Seduction Plumetis, charm and femininity!
30D sheer maternity tights Plumetis made of microfiber and Lycra.
Dress up your legs with elegance and provide softness and
unmatched comfort.

Available in:

Black

Size:
S / M / L / XL

Zigzag

Seduction
Reference:

CM 404

Description:
Seduction ZigZag, outrageously trendy and fashion!
30D sheer maternity tights ZigZag made of microfiber and Lycra.
Gorgeous zigzag pattern , resolutely modern and easy to match
either with colourful or even one-color outfits.

Available in:

Black

Sizes:
S / M / L / XL

Couture

Seduction
Reference:

CM 402

Description:
Seduction Couture, feel the retro chic style!
30D sheer maternity tights Couture made of microfiber and
Lycra. Adorn your legs with a great intemporal classic style!

Available in:

Black

Sizes:
S / M / L / XL

SUMMER
Reference:

CM 705

Description:
Give your legs a sun-kissed look, feel natural.
15D sheer maternity tights Summer made of microfiber and Lycra.
Invisible and with the open-toe, it is very comfortable thanks to the
ultra-flat belt. BB cream effect embellishes your legs giving the
natural summer tint.

Available in:

Sun

Sizes:
S / M / L / XL

ACTIV’light
Reference:

CM 400

Description:
A sensation of lightness all day long!
30D sheer maternity tights ACTIV’light in microfiber and Lycra.
Feel comfortable during all day with our tights. With a light
compression at the ankles, it contributes to better blood
circulation.

Available in:

Black

Nude

Sizes:
S / M / L / XL

ACTIV’Soft
Reference:

CM 401

Description:
A feeling of lightness all day long!
70D opaque maternity tights ACTIV’Soft in microfiber and Lycra.
Feel comfortable during all day with our tights. With a light
compression at the ankles, it contributes to better blood
circulation.

Available in:

Black

Sizes:

Anthracite
grey

S / M / L / XL*
* XL only in black
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